Abstract-Local backlight dimming of LCD with LED backlight can reduce power consumption and improve quality of displayed images and videos. However, important variations of LED over time produce a visually annoying artifact called flickering. In this work, we propose a new algorithm to reduce flickering while maintaining video quality. The proposed algorithm uses an adaptive second order Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) in which coefficients are calculated from the local image features. Experimental results show that the proposed method can reduce flickering while simultaneously keeping similar video quality in terms of PSNR and MSE.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD) are used in different systems, like TV sets, computer monitors and etc. They have high dynamic range, high contrast ratio and low power consumption. Images are rendered by Liquid Crystal (LC) pixels filtering the light that comes from the backlight, located behind them [1] , [2] . When the light source is placed behind the LC layer, the backlight is called direct-lit, otherwise it is referred to as an edge-lit backlight [3] . The backlight dimming algorithm controls the backlight luminance according to target image, dynamically. Conventional LCDs utilize only one backlight segment covering the whole display, defining global backlights. Global backlight dimming methods consume much power and cause light leakage in the black areas [3] . To overcome this, local backlights were introduced. Local backlight can be dimmed adaptively to match the image content, reducing power consumption and increasing contrast. Figure 1 shows an example of a local backlight dimming algorithm on an edge-lit display.
Several algorithms for backlight dimming have been proposed. Some algorithms use characteristic data of the target image [1] , [4] , [5] , while more complex use the information of the Point Spread Function (PSF) to model light diffusion [2] , [3] , [6] , [7] . By using these algorithms, LCDs achieves high contrast ratio and low power consumption.
A rendered video frame is formed by multiplying the light emitted by the backlight with the transmittance of the LC pixels [1] . In video sequences, when the image content changes or moves very quickly and frequently, the calculated backlight luminance could also be changed very rapidly and MMSP '13, Sept. 30 -Oct. 2, 2013 frequently as shown in Fig. 2 . This phenomenon creates an unnatural trembling in the backlight segment, which defines the flickering artifact and is caused by temporal local or global dimming.
Some algorithms for flicker removal were proposed in the literature [8] , [9] . The first algorithm uses Moving Average (MA) filter taking the average pixel values through several consecutive frames. Since, this algorithm is simply implemented, it has been generally applied to the local dimming LCDs. However, the MA filtering can not be generalized to the other dimming algorithms like PSF-based or histogrambased algorithms because it uses average luminance value of the target image for removing flickering artifact while most of the backlight dimming algorithm use other features (PSF or histogram) [1] , [4] , [5] . In addition, it causes a delay in the backlight when a scene change occurs. In [8] an adaptive MA filtering algorithm was proposed to remove flicker. This algorithm uses maximum 16 previous frames adaptively according to each backlight segment [8] . In Chen et. al [9] , an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter were proposed to smooth temporal backlight variation and eliminate flickering. This algorithm uses temporal and spatial backlight luminance to avoid flickering artifact [9] . While most flicker removal methods are designed for a specific backlight algorithm, they can not be generalized to be used in other algorithms. The average values of the target image are considered as a feature in most flicker removal algorithms. Chen et. al [9] proposed a first order IIR filter for flicker removal in which the filter coefficients are calculated using average values of the target image. In this paper, we propose an adaptive flicker-reduction algorithm for LED-LCDs with dynamic backlight. The proposed algorithm is a second order IIR filter which uses information of the two previous spatial and temporal frames to calculate the backlight luminance. The filter coefficients are calculated adaptively using local features of the target image. The difference between maximum and average luminance values of the target image in each backlight segment is used to calculate the filter coefficients. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has a good performance in flicker removal. For some video sequences with very high flicker level, the algorithm can be repeated two or three times.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed algorithm is described in Section II. Section III shows the experimental results on different video sequences and different local dimming algorithms. Finally, we conclude in Section IV.
II. FLICKER REDUCTION USING IIR FILTER
An annoying artifact which may be caused by local dimming is screen flicker. When the frame content of a video sequence change or move very quickly and frequently, the calculated LED luminous intensities may also change likewise. Rapid backlight can cause flickering. When backlight luminance intensity changes more than pixel values do, the flicker artifact will be more obvious. Therefore, a temporal filter is necessary to reduce the flicker artifact by temporally smoothing the change in the backlight. Figure 2 shows an example of the flickering artifact on an edge-lit display when the Cho algorithm [5] is applied to a video sequence.
An IIR filter can reduce the flickering artifact. One problem with using a smooth IIR filter is that the change in the backlight lags behind the change of the image signal. This artifact is more obvious at the moment of scene change, especially from a bright scene to a black scene. To reduce and remove screen flicker and backlighting lag artifacts an adaptive second order IIR is proposed. Figure 3 illustrates the block diagram of the proposed IIR filter.
The general form of the second order IIR filter in differential form is as follows:
where y[n] and x[n] are output and input of the filter. In order to calculate the temporal output of the backlight luminance, a linear combination of the spatial and the temporal variables is used as shown in Eq.1. The temporal backlight luminance is as follows: 
where T H 1 and T H 2 are predefined parameters used to control the shape of IIR filter, k is the frame number, m is the backlight segment number, and dif f k m is the difference between the average and the maximum of the normalized pixel values in the entire segment. It is calculated as follows:
where max m and avg m are the maximum and the average values of the normalized pixel values in physical domain.
increases the possibility of scene change, so larger coefficient values are needed. This means that the temporal output is not smooth enough. Using the adaptive IIR filter, the changes in Fig. 4 . A snapshot of each test video sequences from [12] . The name of sequences from left to right and top to bottom are: Theatre, BBBunny [12] , Concert, Volcano [12] , Diver [12] , Titles [10] , Anemone [12] , and Stars [10] , respectively.
the backlight output increases when there are changes in the scene, otherwise the backlight changes smoothly. In this way, both flicker and backlight lag are reduced.
III. EXPERIMENTS
The performance of the proposed algorithm was tested on some state-of-the-art backlight dimming algorithms. The algorithms were Albrecht's algorithm [6] , Cho's algorithm [5] , Zhang's algorithm [4] , Nadernejad's algorithm [1] and the optimization algorithm [2] , [11] . For Albrechts algorithm [6] , we have implemented the first two steps (out of three, the third one being optional), which produces a clipper-free result. Two versions of the optimization algorithm were implemented [11] . These are based on Gradient Descent (GD) optimization algorithm with two leakage factors (GD with = 0.001, and GD with = 0.0002 [11] ). All algorithms were simulated on an edge-lit display with 16 backlight segments placed in eight rows and two columns.
To assess the performance of our algorithm on video sequences, we tested them on 8 Full-HD (1920x1080) sequences. Four sequences (Volcano, Anemone, BBBunny and Diver) come from [12] , two (Stars and Titles) come from [10] and two come from DVD content. These sequences present varying characteristics in terms of high and low luminance, color and details, as well as temporal variation (motion and scene change). Figure 4 shows a frame extracted from each of them. In the experiments T H 1 = T H 2 = 0.125. Figure 5 shows the result of the proposed algorithm on different video sequences for segment number 13 of edge-lit display using Cho's algorithm [5] . As can be seen, when the level of flicker is low like the Volcano and Concert sequences, the algorithm preserves the LED values. However, in the case of high flicker like Stars and Theatre, the fluctuations in LED values are controlled in an acceptable level. The control level follows the normal trend of the previous LED values. The effect of the proposed algorithm is the same for other segments. In Fig. 6 , the average LED values (The average for all 16 segments of the edge-lit display) for one video sequence 'Stars' are shown. Another advantage of this method is that the average power consumption does not change significantly after flicker removal. The power level before and after filtering are shown at the bottom of Fig. 6 .
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm based on the objective quality measures the PSNR and MSE vectors for Stars video sequence after and before filtering are illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8 (The LC values are quantized to 10 bit). As shown in the these figures, the proposed algorithm can produce a flicker-free result while keeping the quality of the video signal. Although, the PSNR and MSE after filtering were not always better compared to those of the original video sequence, their averages were almost the same as shown in the figures. In addition, their overall fluctuations were smoothed.
The average results for different local dimming algorithms on different sequences are summarized in Table I . These results are for the Title (251 frames), Theatre (207 frames), Stars (255 frames), Diver (300 frames), Concert (217 frames), Anemone (300 frames), Volcano (300 frames), and BBBunny (250 frames) video sequences. It is important to keep the quality of the videos at their initial level before filtering. Therefore, in this table, the minimum as well as the average PSNR are reported and due to its reverse relationship with the MSE, the corresponding maximum and average MSEs are shown. For power consumption, all the minimum, maximum and average values are reported. As observed in the table, the proposed filter does not have a large impact on PSNR, MSE and the power consumption, in terms of minimum, maximum and average values. In addition, Figure 9 shows the average quality versus power consumption of the different algorithms applied on all the sequences before and after filtering. In general, a flicker removal algorithm should not affect the quality and power consumption of LEDs. These results verify that the proposed algorithm preserves these two characteristics since the position of the points in the plot are close to each other before and after filtering. There is no objective metric for the flickering artifact in LCD displays with local backlight. However, we evaluated the performance of the filter both visually and objectively. The temporal variation is computed by the SSD as recommended in [13] to measure flickering caused by video compression. SSD is defined as:
(5) where F r n (i) is the pixel i of the frame n. The SSD results for all sequences are shown in Table II . The average level of temporal variations is either smaller after temporal filtering (T F ) than before applying the filter (Orgn) or similar. In some cases that the level of the flicker was quite high, the algorithm was applied two or three times for a successful removal. This is shown by the numbers inside the parentheses in Table II . In some cases, the removal was not completely successful and this is shown by ( * ) in the table that means not removed completely.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper an adaptive second order IIR filter for removing flickering artifact in LED-LCD with local backlight was proposed. The filter uses spatial and temporal information of LED values. The coefficients of the IIR were selected adaptively using local features of the target image. To show 1B  1A  2B  2A  3B  3A  4B 4A 5B 5A 6B 6A 
